
 

PlayStation slashes price of cloud video game
service
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PlayStation Now subscription prices were cut by about half in the US to $10
monthly, the same cost as Stadia Pro subscriptions available with a "founders
edition" of the new Google streaming video game service

Sony Interactive Entertainment on Tuesday slashed the price of its
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PlayStation Now cloud video game service as it braced for Google to
launch challenger Stadia in November.

PlayStation Now subscription prices were cut by about half in the US to
$10 monthly, the same cost as Stadia Pro subscriptions available with a
"founders edition" of the new Google streaming video game service.

Japan-based Sony also boosted the library of games that PlayStation
Now users can access through its consoles or on personal computers
powered by Windows software.

"We have accumulated a wealth of knowledge in cloud gaming since
PlayStation Now's launch in 2014," Sony Interactive Entertainment chief
executive Jim Ryan said in a statement.

"That, coupled with our 25-year legacy in the games business and strong
partnerships we've forged with publishers, positions us to continue
leading and innovating in this field as the gaming industry evolves."

Titles added to the service's library included "God of War," "Grand
Theft Auto V," and "Uncharted 4: A Thief's End," which will be
available through the end of this year.

French video game titan Ubisoft in September launched a Uplay+ 
subscription service in the US and Europe that lets users access its
library of games on Windows-powered personal computers.

Ubisoft also disclosed plans to next year join a Stadia streaming game
platform.

Stadia will take consoles out of the equation, letting users play games on
a range of platforms in high-resolution quality on different media from
smart TVs to consoles or smartphones.
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That presages something of a gaming revolution.

Google chief executive Sundar Pichai explained at a major video game
industry show in Los Angeles in June that the idea with Stadia is "to
build a game platform for everyone."

Some games will be free and others will require payment. Google is
selling a Stadia controller similar in design to those used for Sony
PlayStation or Microsoft Xbox consoles.

Cloud-based games have long been the norm on smartphones, where the
model has long been to offer game apps for free, then make money with
ads or sales of digital items to players.

Google recently unveiled a subscription service for games and apps on
Android-powered mobile devices in a direct challenge to freshly-
launched Apple Arcade.

Google Play Pass promised access to games free of ads or hawked
virtual wares at the same $4.99 monthly subscription price as Apple
Arcade, where titles are tailored for Apple devices.

It will also include apps such as Accuweather that are free of in-app
purchases, upfront payments or advertising.
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